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Computer case Darkflash DF2100 + 4 ARGB fans (white)

Darkflash DF2100 Computer Case + 4 ARGB fans (white)
The Darkflash DF2100 is a stylish computer case featuring a transparent side panel made of tempered glass, allowing the user to admire
internal components such as the included glowing ARGB fans. A thoughtful layout of holes and mounts allows the user to plan the space
inside in various ways to best suit their needs. The spacious interior can accommodate up to 11 fans, while the stylish front panel with
double mesh and ventilation holes ensures excellent air circulation. Horizontal installation of the graphics card prevents it from bending
when it's too long.
 
Horizontal position of VGA/graphics card
The  Darkflash  DF2100  case  ensures  the  safety  and  efficiency  of  the  user's  equipment.  Horizontal  graphics  card  installation  not  only
optimizes the internal appearance but above all prevents it from bending, especially when it's too long. This protects the equipment and
keeps it intact.
 
Spaciousness and configuration flexibility
In the Darkflash DF2100, space is key. The large main chamber can hold up to 11 fans, allowing the user to create the ideal cooling setup
for their system. The case interior has been designed for easy organization, tailored to individual needs.
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Cooling - maximum efficiency
Cooling in the DF2100 case is well-thought-out. The ability to install cooling up to 260mm on the top and front panels (noting that fans on
the  right  and  front  cannot  be  installed  simultaneously)  ensures  excellent  heat  dissipation,  guaranteeing  long  and  stable  component
operation.
 
Fast USB3.0
In today's world, fast ports are key to effective work. The USB3.0 port of the Darkflash DF2100 case offers users not only lightning-fast
data transfer speeds but also efficient device charging. This makes work, entertainment, or backup faster and easier for them.
 
Elegance combined with functionality
The  design  of  the  DF2100  case  combines  aesthetics  and  functionality  that  every  user  will  surely  appreciate.  The  elegant  front  panel
made of  ABS and the transparent  side panel  of  tempered glass  not  only  emphasize the unique character  of  the set  but  also promote
excellent heat dissipation. It guarantees that the user's equipment will not only look great but will operate efficiently and without failures.
 
The set includes
Case
M/B / SSD screw x 21
VGA/PSU screw x 6
Copper standoff x 1
Hexagonal M/B screw x 3 (6 pre-installed)
HDD screw x 8
Clip x 5
HDD screw x 2 (different type)
ARGB fan x 4
BrandDarkflash
ModelDF2100
ColorWhite
TypeMiddle Tower
MaterialFront panel: ABS, left panel: tempered glass
Hardware size450 x 210 x 482mm
Case size410 x 210 x 465mm
MotherboardE-ATX / ATX / Micro ATX / ITX
HDD1 max. 2
SSD2 max. 3
Graphics Cardmax. length 400mm
CPU Coolingmax. length 170mm, max. height 165mm
Fan supportfront: 120mm x 3/ 140mm x3, top: 120mm x 3/ 140mm x 2, back: 120 x1, side: 120mm x2, PSU cover: 120 x2
Input/OutputPower, reset, USB 3.0 x 1, USB2.0 x 2, HD AUDIO

Preço:

€ 84.00

Jogos, PC Cases
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